Prior resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analyses have identified patterns of functional connectivity associated with hallucinations in schizophrenia (Sz). In this study, we performed an analysis of the mean amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF) to compare resting state spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations in patients with Sz who report experiencing hallucinations impacting different sensory modalities. By exploring dynamics across 2 low-frequency passbands (slow-4 and slow-5), we assessed the impact of hallucination modality and frequency range on spatial ALFF variation. Drawing from a sample of Sz and healthy controls studied as part of the Functional Imaging Biomedical Informatics Research Network (FBIRN), we replicated prior findings showing that patients with Sz have decreased ALFF in the posterior brain in comparison to controls. Remarkably, we found that patients that endorsed visual hallucinations did not show this pattern of reduced ALFF in the back of the brain. These patients also had elevated ALFF in the left hippocampus in comparison to patients that endorsed auditory (but not visual) hallucinations. Moreover, left hippocampal ALFF across all the cases was related to reported hallucination severity in both the auditory and visual domains, and not overall positive symptoms. This supports the hypothesis that dynamic changes in the ALFF in the hippocampus underlie severity of hallucinations that impact different sensory modalities.
Introduction
Schizophrenia (Sz) is a psychiatric disorder associated with heterogeneous symptoms that impact cognitive, affective, perceptual and motor function. While approximately 59% of Sz patients report experiencing auditory hallucinations (AH), nearly half of those report visual hallucinations (VH). 1 Despite the prevalence of these symptoms, the underlying mechanisms remain elusive.
Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) analyses can probe the relation between different aspects of the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal and behavioral traits. Seed-based functional connectivity (FC) analyses perform voxel-by-voxel comparisons within seed regions and rest on the assumption that voxels with similar temporal profiles (eg, time series) are functionally connected. While FC analyses assess associations between BOLD time series of voxels in different regions, analyses of the amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF) 2 measure voxelwise fluctuations in the amplitude of BOLD signal in the very low frequencies (typically 0.01-0.08 Hz). ALFF is correlated with baseline cerebral blood flow 3 and is thought to reflect spontaneous, intrinsic neuronal activity. [2] [3] [4] It remains unclear how ALFF relates to FC. Di et al 5 found that regional ALFF correlated with FC of several regions (eg, anterior cingulate, medial prefrontal, precuneus, insula, basal ganglia, and thalamus) to other regions. However, ALFF-FC correlations were not uniform across the whole brain, suggesting that increased ALFF does not necessarily translate to increased rs-FC.
Prior studies have investigated rs-FC in Sz patients with hallucinations, yet no studies have investigated the relation between ALFF and hallucinations in Sz. Aberrant patterns of rs-FC with superior temporal gyrus (STG), [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] putamen 8 and hippocampus 9, 10 are associated with AH in Sz. Resting-state FC differences have also been identified in Sz patients that endorse different types of hallucinations. Due to AH prevalence in Sz, these studies are designed to assess FC differences across patient groups that endorse both VH and AH vs patients that endorse only AH. Relative to patients that endorsed only AH, patients that endorse VH and AH show functional hyperconnectivity with subcortical structures including caudate, 11 putamen, 12 amygdala, 13 nucleus accumbens, 12 parahippocampus, 12 and hippocampus. 11, 13 We posit that Sz patients that endorse AH will have distinct, dynamic patterns of rs-activity in comparison to patients that endorse both VH and AH. To test this hypothesis, we examined the relation between restingstate ALFF and modality-dependent hallucinations in a large, multi-site dataset of Sz cases and controls studied as part of the Functional Imaging Biomedical Informatics Research Network (FBIRN). Specifically, we analyzed mean ALFF (eg, the calculated power of a voxel within the very low frequencies, normalized by the subject's mean within-brain ALFF). By performing voxel-by-voxel (voxelwise) comparisons across the brain, this analysis can potentially provide insight into the link between novel sites of regional variation in patterns of dynamic activity of the BOLD signal within the very low frequencies and the experience of particular symptoms such as VH and AH. Studying hallucinations using ALFF is crucial to contextualize previous findings and to probe the relation between ALFF fluctuations and differences in FC.
Although no previous studies examine the relationship between hallucination modality and ALFF in Sz, a recent study reported that Parkinson's disease (PD) patients with VH showed elevated ALFF in the hippocampus, parahippocampus, inferior parietal lobe, and cerebellum, but decreased ALFF in the occipital lobe, when compared to a non-hallucinating PD patient control group.
14 Relative to controls, Sz patients show elevated ALFF in frontal brain regions and decreased ALFF in posterior (parietal and occipital) regions. 4, [15] [16] [17] [18] Sz patients also show elevated ALFF in parahippocampal cortex, 15, 18 hippocampus, 4, 15, 16 amygdala, 16 insula, 16 and medial temporal regions 17 relative to controls. McHugo et al 4 found that patients had increased hippocampal ALFF relative to controls, but normal hippocampal FC to hubs of the default mode network. One study 17 reported a significant interaction between frequency band (slow-5 vs slow-4) and group (Sz vs controls) in the precuneus, inferior occipital gyrus, and thalamus suggesting that observed dynamic changes in low-frequency fluctuations are likely frequency-dependent. Taking this into account, we examined ALFF across the slow-5 (0.01-0.027 Hz) and slow-4 (0.027-0.08 Hz) frequency ranges. Drawing from the FBIRN study, 13, 16 we aimed to replicate previous findings using this dataset 16 and to determine whether there are frequency-dependent differences in ALFF across 3 hallucination subgroups with Sz: patients that endorse AH, patients that endorse VH, and patients that do not endorse either type of hallucination.
Methods

Subjects
Data was collected from 143 patients with Sz and 155 healthy control (HC) subjects matched for age, sex, and handedness (table 1); this is the same resting-state dataset as used in Ford et al 13 and largely overlapping with Turner et al 16 and Damaraju et al. 19 Raw imaging data was collected from 6 sites and written, informed consent was obtained from participants at all sites, including permission to share de-identified data across the centers (consent process was approved by University of California Irvine, University of California San Francisco, Duke University/ University of North Carolina, University of New Mexico, University of Iowa, and University of Minnesota Institutional Review Boards).
The set of diagnostic criteria for inclusion was based on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR Axis I Disorders (SCID-I/P). To be eligible for participation, Sz must have also been stable on anti-psychotic medication for at least 2 months and were excluded if they showed significant extrapyramidal symptoms. In addition, HCs were excluded if they had a current or past history of major psychiatric illness or had a first-degree relative with an Axis-I disorder.
Additional exclusion criteria for all participants included: history of major medical illness, contraindications for MRI, insufficient eyesight to see with normal acuity with MRI compatible corrective lenses, drug dependence in the last 5 years or a current substance abuse disorder, intelligence quotient < 75 as measured by the North American Adult Reading Test (NAART), and those who moved more than 4 mm during scanning.
Grouping of Participants
Sorting of the 143 Sz into clinical subgroups was achieved by evaluating responses to the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS) 20 Item #1 and SAPS Item #6 (table 1) . Item #1 asks if the participant "reports voices, noises, or other sounds that no one else hears," while SAPS Item #6 asks if he/she "sees shapes or people that are not actually present." Each item is scored using a 1 to 5 rating scale (0 = not present; 1 = questionable; 2 = mild; 3 = moderate; 4 = marked; 5 = severe). The auditory (but not visual) group (AH, n = 42) had SAPS Item #1 scores > 1 and SAPS Item #6 scores of zero. The non-hallucinator (NH) group scored zero for both Items, while the visual group (n = 40) had SAPS Item #6 scores > 1. Due to prevalence of the symptom of AH in Sz, participants in this subgroup generally reported AH (SAPS Item #1 > 1) in addition to VH (38/40 participants); we refer to this group as the VH+AH subgroup since 95% of those in this group experienced both VH and AH.
Imaging
Data were acquired using five 3T Siemens TIM Trio scanners and one 3T GE MR750 scanner. We used an AC-PC aligned echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (repetition time/echo time [TR/TE] 2 s/30 ms, flip angle 77°, 32 slices collected sequentially from superior to inferior, 3.4 × 3.4 × 4 mm with 1 mm gap, 162 frames, 5:38 min:s) to obtain T2*-weighted images. Subjects were instructed to lie in the scanner with eyes closed; this scan followed an object working memory task with emotional distractors.
Data Processing
Pre-processing. Traditional pre-processing steps were performed using the Data Processing Assistant for RestingState fMRI (DPARSF) toolbox that runs off the REST software platform (http://resting-fmri.sourceforge.net). 21 The first 2 time frames were removed for all participants to allow for signal stabilization. The data underwent (1) motion correction to first image, (2) slice-timing correction to the middle slice, and (3) normalization to standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using an EPI template. These normalized images were the input to our ALFF analyses. Framewise displacement (FD) was calculated for each image; FD differentiates head realignment parameters across frames and generates a 6-dimensional times series that represents instantaneous head motion. 22 We performed a 1-way ANOVA on mean FD values for each subject and found significant differences across groups (table 1) . To correct for effects of this confounding factor, we included mean FD as a covariate in our analyses.
ALFF Calculation and Smoothing. ALFF images were computed using REST software. 21 Following linear detrending of the time series, the power spectra were extracted using a Fast Fourier Transform. The ALFF measure at each voxel is the averaged square root of the power across a low-frequency range, normalized by the mean within-brain ALFF value for that subject. In this study, we analyzed ALFF across the slow-5 (0.01-0.027 Hz) and slow-4 (0.027-0.08 Hz) frequency ranges as in Yu et al. 17 Images were subsequently smoothed with an 8-mm fullwidth-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
Statistical Analyses
We analyzed the smoothed ALFF images using a General Linear Model (GLM) with a group factor of 4 levels (AH, VH+AH, NH, and HC). We included site as a dummy variable and age, gender, and mean FD as covariates. To ensure that these results were not driven by spurious motion and physiological artifacts, we performed an additional analysis using images that underwent standard pre-processing described above followed by regression of 6-motion parameters and mean physiological (white matter and cerebrospinal fluid) signals. Then the ALFF images were calculated followed by smoothing (8 FWHM) . We analyzed these smoothed images using an identical GLM to that described above. Thus, in this second analysis, we modeled the impact of motion artifacts on the BOLD signal prior to performing group-level analysis in which mean FD was modeled as a nuisance regressor.
Post hoc t test contrasts were performed to explore the effect of group on frequency-specific alterations in ALFF. Confidence was a priori specified at P < .05, family-wiseerror (FWE) corrected, for all comparisons with HC. All t-contrasts were masked with the main effect of group (P = .001, uncorrected).
For the clinical subgroup comparisons (AH vs AH+VH vs NH), we also set our confidence at P < .05, but corrected for multiple (voxel-by-voxel) comparisons by performing a simulation using AFNI 3dClustSim (http://afni.nimh. nih.gov/pub/dist/doc/program_help/3dClustSim.html). This program allows the user to obtain a minimum cluster size threshold for a given alpha significance level. We opted to use this approach for correcting for multiple comparisons (vs FWE-correction) due to the reduced statistical power associated with these clinical subgroup comparisons. All reported cluster-wise-corrected results are masked with the main-effect of group (P = .001, uncorrected).
To assess the relation between modality-specific hallucination severity and ALFF, we extracted the eigenvalues for each subject from clusters that were significantly different across the clinical subgroups with hallucinations (AH vs VH+AH). We performed a multi-level linear regression to assess the respective impact of nuisance covariates (eg, age, gender, scanning site) (Level 1), positive symptom severity adjusted for the 2 hallucination (auditory and visual) items (Level 2), VH severity (Level 3), and AH severity (Level 4) on ALFF.
Results
In this study, we were interested in exploring the effect of hallucination modality on ALFF. The results of our 1-way ANCOVA (4-group-levels) revealed a main effect of group (supplementary figure 1) . First, we summarize the significant results obtained when we compared the pooled Sz group to the HC group. Next, we explore regional ALFF differences between each of the hallucination subgroups and HC to assess if these differences were similar to those found in the HC vs pooled Sz group comparisons. Finally, we report significant differences in regional ALFF variation across hallucination subgroups.
Patients With Sz vs HCs
Relative to controls, Sz had decreased ALFF in the lingual region, cuneus (BA 17, 18, 19), and right thalamus ( figure 1A ), but elevated ALFF in bilateral inferior frontal gyri (IFG) (BA 45, 47) (figure 2A). Specifically across the slow-5 band, patients showed elevated ALFF in the left hippocampus. Full results are summarized in supplementary table 1. 
(A) t-contrast (HC>Sz), (B) t-contrast (HC>AH), and (C) t-contrast (HC>NH)
. This same pattern of reduced ALFF in the posterior brain was not seen in the HC>VH+AH contrasts. All contrasts are thresholded at P < .05, FWE-corrected, masked with the main effect of group (P = .001 uncorrected) with an extent threshold of k = 10 voxels. HC, healthy control; Sz, schizophrenia; AH, auditory hallucinations; NH, non-hallucinator; VH, visual hallucinations; ALFF, amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations.
Hallucination Modality Subgroups vs HCs
Decreased ALFF in Hallucination-Modality Subgroups vs HC. Similar to the pooled Sz group, both AH and NH groups had decreased ALFF across posterior regions of the brain such as the cuneus and lingual regions (BA 17, 18, 19) relative to HC (figures 1B and 1C). The decreased ALFF in the AH group was only seen in the slow-4 passband. These striking differences in anterior-posterior spatial variation of ALFF were not seen in the VH+AH group; VH+AH only showed decreased ALFF in 2 very small clusters in the occipital lobe when compared to HC. Full results are summarized in supplementary tables 2A, 3, and 4A.
Increased ALFF in Hallucination-Modality Subgroups vs HC.
Across the slow-4 passband, the AH group showed significantly elevated ALFF in the right IFG (BA 45, 47) and a small cluster in the inferior temporal lobe in comparison to HC (figure 2B). VH+AH predominately showed increases in ALFF in Brodmann Area 20 including the left hippocampus and left inferior temporal region in comparison to HC ( figure 3A) . The NH group showed no significant increases in ALFF relative to HC. Full results are provided in supplementary tables 2B and 4B.
Comparisons Between Hallucination Modality Subgroups NH vs Hallucination-Modality Subgroups (AH and VH+AH).
Neither VH+AH nor AH groups showed any significant regional ALFF differences across either frequency range, relative to NH.
VH+AH Group vs AH Group.
The VH+AH group had significantly elevated ALFF in the left hippocampus and left inferior temporal lobe (table 2, figure 3B ) relative to AH across both low-frequency passbands. Across slow-4, VH+AH had decreased ALFF in the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45, 46) relative to AH (table 3) .
Relation to Symptoms
To examine the relationship between left hippocampal ALFF and symptom severity, we extracted ALFF betavalues for each subject within the left hippocampus cluster shown in figure 3B (cluster-wise corrected results at P = .05 uncorrected, minimum cluster size = 147 voxels, k =10 voxels) and performed a multi-level linear regression. Reported VH severity (Block 3) and AH severity (Block 4) significantly predicted variability in subject-specific estimates of left hippocampal ALFF, accounting for 7.9% and 5.5% of the observed change in variance respectively (P = .001, Block 3; P = .005, Block 4). Nuisance covariates (age, gender, scanning site; Block 1) and positive symptom severity (adjusted for the 2 hallucination items) (Block 2) did not significantly predict left hippocampal ALFF.
Discussion
In this first investigation of resting state ALFF and hallucinations in Sz, we identified spatial variations of ALFF in 2 hallucination-modality subgroups with Sz. Patients in the VH+AH group showed left hippocampal elevations in ALFF when compared to HC and AH groups. Reduced ALFF in the posterior brain relative to HC is strongest in the NH and AH groups, while this reduction is very weak in the VH+AH group.
Yu et al 17 reported a significant interaction between frequency band (slow-5 vs slow-4) and group (Sz vs HC), suggesting that observed changes in the ALFF are frequency-dependent. For this reason, we analyzed group differences in ALFF across the slow-5 (0.01-0.027 Hz) and slow-4 (0.027-0.08 Hz) ranges. Consistent with previous findings, Sz had increased ALFF in frontal regions (primarily inferior frontal), but decreased ALFF in posterior regions (precuneus, cuneus, lingual, and other occipital regions) relative to controls. These effects were seen across both slow-5 and slow-4 passbands, although the effect was more robust across slow-4 frequencies. Relative to controls, Sz had elevated ALFF in the left hippocampus; the VH+AH group showed the same pattern of increased hippocampal ALFF relative to controls and the AH group. For the case vs control comparisons, the observed effects in hippocampus were more robust across the lowest frequencies (ie, slow-5 passband).
The observed alterations in low-frequency BOLD signal dynamics in the VH+AH group were linked to the general (non-modality-specific) tendency to hallucinate, rather than overall positive symptoms, or VH in particular. The results of a multi-level linear regression showed that reported hallucination severity in both the auditory and visual domains explained a significant amount of the variance, while nuisance regressors (age, gender, and scanning site) and positive symptoms adjusted for these 2 hallucination items did not significantly account for the observed variability.
Hippocampal/parahippocampal dysfunction has consistently been shown to be associated with the experience of hallucinations. Yao et al 14 previously reported that PD patients with a history of VH had significantly increased ALFF in the right hippocampus and parahippocampus. Ford et al 13 reported that Sz patients with VH and AH had hippocampal-occipital hyperconnectivity in comparison to HC and AH groups. Relative to controls, Sz patients with AH show patterns of left STG-left hippocampus hypoconnectivity at rest. 9 A second line of evidence implicating hippocampal/parahippocampal hypofunction in the experience of AH comes from symptom-capture studies, which ask the subject to report when he/she is actively experiencing a hallucination during an fMRI scan. Sz patients showed left parahippocampal deactivation directly prior to their reported experience of AH. 23 Yet, after performing a coordinate-based meta-analysis of 10 AH-symptom-capture studies, Jardri et al 24 found that the hippocampus showed an elevated likelihood of increased activation during the experience of AH.
The oscillation dynamics of the hippocampus and its crucial role in generating theta rhythm underlie its unique ability to coordinate and synchronize activity generated by different neuronal ensembles across the brain. 25 Findings from our study suggest that aberrant hippocampal low frequency fluctuations are linked to hallucinations in Sz. If our findings are generalizable to a broader population, then this might explain why rs-FC studies find evidence favoring both hippocampal hypoconnectivity and hyperconnectivity hypotheses of AVH in Sz. Altered amplitudes of hippocampal low-frequency fluctuations may beget dysregulated patterns of FC (eg, observed patterns of hyperconnectivity observed in some instances and patterns of hypoconnectivity observed in others).
In Sz patients, altered amplitudes of low-frequency fluctuations in the hippocampus may be related to the escalating sensory complexity of the hallucinations (eg, how many sensory modalities are involved). 12 Rolland et al 12 found that mesolimbic connectivity patterns changed with escalating sensory complexity of the experiences (eg, 0, 1, or 2 modalities). Relative to patients that did not endorse hallucinations in any sensory domain and those that endorsed hallucinations solely in the auditory domain, Sz patients that endorsed both VH and AH had significantly elevated parahippocampal, insular and striatal connectivity with the nucleus accumbens, while significant differences in hippocampal connectivity were not found between the pure AH group and NH. The authors took these results to suggest that aberrant hippocampal FC may be related to VH in particular. The results of our regression analyses suggest that observed changes in hippocampal low-frequency fluctuations relate to both VH and AH.
The chosen design features of the present analysis preclude us from directly testing this "escalating complexity" hypothesis; we are unable to assign subjects to "escalating sensory complexity subgroups" with the same rigor as Rolland et al. Notably, the subjects in the Rolland et al study were more clinically severe than those in the present study (eg, the researchers required a minimum reported hallucination severity of "marked" or "severe"), and many of the subjects in our study have complex hallucination profiles that preclude us from assigning them to an "escalating complexity" hallucination subgroup (eg, scoring "questionable" on tactile/olfactory hallucination SAPS items, etc.). Future analyses should gear their experimental design to directly test this novel "escalating sensory complexity" hypothesis. Our current analysis and these proposed future analyses would be in line with proposed initiatives of the 2015 International Consortium on Hallucination Research, which called for progression in research beyond the auditory modality and to analyze hallucinations impacting various different sensory modalities. 26 To ensure that spurious motion and physiological artifacts did not drive these observed effects, we performed an additional analysis using an identical GLM and data that underwent regression of 6-motion parameters and physiological (white matter and cerebrospinal fluid) signals prior to the ALFF calculation and smoothing. Regressing out these signals prior to group-level analysis (while retaining subject-specific mean FD as a covariate in the GLM) had no significant impact on the major results of this study (supplementary figure 2) .
There are several limitations of this study. The first relates to potential confounding effects of divergent antipsychotic treatment trajectories. Duration of illness and the derived standardized chlorpromazine equivalents were variable across Sz patients in this study. To control for these confounding factors, we ensured that hallucination subgroups did not differ significantly with respect to these 2 factors (table 1) . We were also unable to study a clinical group that endorsed exclusively VH. We adopted a research design that made comparisons between a patient group that endorsed AH but not VH and a group that endorsed VH. Due to the prevalence of AH as a symptom of Sz, 95% (38/40) of the patients in the VH group also reported experiencing AH. Notably, the term "VH+AH" is purely reflective of a naming strategy and should not be taken to suggest that we find linear (additive) effects with respect to VH.
A final limitation is the paucity of phenomenological information regarding hallucinatory symptoms; we were only able to work with 2 questions from a single scale (SAPS). There is heterogeneity associated with phenomenology of the hallucinations, leading some researchers to suggest that there should be subtypes of AH such as hypervigilance-AH. 27, 28 To date, only 2 studies with large sample sizes (n ≥ 100) investigating this phenomenological heterogeneity have been published. 29, 30 This limitation highlights the importance of developing and utilizing more in-depth, nuanced assessments that capture phenomenological diversity associated with the experience of hallucinations.
In conclusion, we identified unique spatial patterns of ALFF in 2 hallucination-modality subgroups with Sz. Our results suggest that altered dynamics in 2 low-frequency ranges in the left hippocampus may play a crucial role in the development and sustained propensity to hallucinate. To build upon these current findings and more fully elucidate the link between functional dysregulation in regions like the left hippocampus and the experience of hallucinations, future analyses should test novel hypotheses such as the escalating sensory complexity hypothesis
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